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Doug Brent

WAC
TheFirst-Year
Seminar
(Again):
Reinventing
andAcademic
Literacy
orientedfirst-yearseminarscanbe goodvenuesforteachingmanyofthe
Academically
conceptsimportantto WACprograms,
includingextendedengagementwitha research
topic and situatedwriting.A qualitativestudyof a first-yearseminarprogramat the
Universityof Calgaryhighlightsfacultymembers'andstudents'responses.

I

n "TheFutureof WAC,"BarbaraWalvoordarguespersuasivelythat the WAC
movement "cannotsurvive as Switzerland"(69): that is, in order to maintain
its forward momentum and avoid schism, isolation, or atrophy,WACmust
align itself with other educational movements that have national stature and
staying power. She mentions a number of movements with which WAChas
natural affinities: critical thinking, ethical thinking, assessment, and educational reformin general.SusanMcLeod,EricMiraglia,MargotSoven and Christopher Thaiss's recent edited collection WACforthe New Millennium, adds
furtherweight to this argument with essays that detail WAC'srelationship to
relatedmovements such as service-learning,learningcommunities, electronic
communication, and writing-intensive courses.
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In this paper I wish to argue that WACalso has affinities with another
broad national movement: the first-yearexperience, and its flagship vehicle,
the first-yearseminar.At a number of instituInthispaper
Iwishtoargue
thatWAC
also tions, these affinities are alreadybeing transhasaffinities
withanother
broad
nationallated into programmaticconvergence.
The interests of WACreachfarbeyond the
thefirst-year
movement:
and
experience,
first
itsflagship
thefirst-year
seminar. year,of course. But the first-yearseminar,
vehicle,
especiallyin its more recentstages of evolution,
can offer an excellent platform for the broad cross-institutional goals and the
interactivepedagogy that it shareswith WACand with first-yearcomposition.
I will describe how first-yearseminars have been steadily evolving in the direction of WAC,and illustrate the convergence through a case study of the firstyear seminar program at the Universityof Calgary.Through-interviews with
faculty members and students, I will show how the pedagogy of these seminars integrates writing into inquiry-based research and engages students in
writing as a process.

The First-YearSeminar
The first-yearseminar is a curricularform in the midst of profound changes. It
first appearedin the seventies and eighties as part of a broadspectrum of strategies adopted in many American universities to deal with unacceptably high
attrition rates, not just among at-risk students but among students at large.
Along with learningcommunities, intensified academic advising,residence life
programs,and other strategies to help students in transition, first-yearseminars originallyappearedin the form of "University101"or "extendedorientation"courses. These courses, usually but not alwayscompulsory and given for
credit, cover topics ranging from libraryand study skills to adjusting to university life, dealing with sex, drugs and alcohol, personal values, and career
advising.
These U101 seminars still represent over 60 percent of first-year seminars offered in the United States (2000 National Survey).But throughout the
history of the first-year seminar movement, a substantially different type of
seminar has quietly existed in the background:the "academiccontent" seminar.RaymondMurphy,who published one of the most influential taxonomies
of first-yearseminars in the first issue of the Journalof the Freshman YearExperience, defines the academic content seminar thus:
Thismodeldiffers[fromthe U101seminar]primarilybecauseof the emphasis
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givenintellectualcontent.Thegreatbooksof literatureor currentsocialissues
areoftenthe mediumof coursecontent.Objectivesgenerallycenteraroundthe
improvementof communicationsskillsespeciallythe developmentof critical
thinking.(96)
In the years since Murphypublished this founding taxonomy, the academic contqnt seminar based on a special theme has become more clearlydifferentiated from the seminar with common content across sections. The
theme-based seminar allows each instructor to develop a seminar formed
aroundhis or herparticularresearchinterests ratherthan a more general"great
books" or "socialissues" theme. This model allows for a more concentrated
engagement with the process of drilling down into a specific subject, and encourages the students to become, in Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger'sterm,
"legitimateperipheralparticipants"in the research community to which the
researcherbelongs.
Most frequently(but not exclusively)found at research-intensiveinstitutions, academic content seminars concentrate on the intellectual ratherthan
the social transition from high school to unifound
(butnotexclusively)
frequently
versity culture.They are designed to counter Most
academic
the typical first-yearstudent's experience of atresearch-intensive
institutions,
in
a
hall
notes
on
lecture
seminars
content
concentrate
on
the
large
sitting
taking
the results of research rather than engaging intellectual
rather
thanthesocial
transition
with the process of doing research. By the from school
to
culture.
high
university
time students get to their third and fourth
years and begin to encounter smaller classes, more experienced professors,
and the opportunityto pursue researchon topics of interest, it maybe too late.
Whether or not they have dropped out or foundered,they may be convinced
that universityis all about knowledge uptake, not knowledge creation, and be
unable to reengagewith the university as a discourse community.
However,this model continues to be virtually invisible in the first-year
experience literature,most centrallyrepresentedby its flagship journal,originally called the Journalof the Freshman YearExperienceand now the Journal
of the First-YearExperienceand Studentsin Transition.A very small numberof
research studies mention that their sample is an academic-content seminar
program(see for instance Maisto and Tammi;Hyers and Joslin),but the academic nature of the seminars'content is treated as incidental. None of these
studies gives examples of the academic content, and the seminars are assessed
according to exactly the same standards as U101 seminars. Retention is
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foregroundedas the most importantoutcome,with academicskills,gradepoint
average,and generaladjustment following behind. In particular,the pedagogy
of academic-content seminars is rarelytheorized.
Despite this relativeneglect in the literature,seminarsfeaturingacademic
content continue to grow in proportion to the growth of U101 seminars. In
1991, academic-content seminars of both types made up 17.1 percent of firstyear seminars surveyedby the National ResourceCenterfor the First-YearExperience and Students in Transition (Andersen, Gardner,Laufgraben, and
Swing). By 2000, they had grown to 29.5 percent (2000 National Survey).Moreover,studies of first-yearseminars are beginning to take more of an interest in
what goes on in such seminars.The National Policy Centeron the First Yearof
College reports that, according to student surveys,academic-theme seminars
were ranked as more effective than U101
Thegradual
ofacademic-content
or "transition"seminars on two measures:
emergence
seminars
intothesunlight
coincides
witha improving academic/cognitive skills and
renewed
andoftenhighly
vocalmovement
to improvingcriticalthinking skills (Swing1).
The gradualemergence of academicresearch
andteaching,
reintegrate
particucontent
seminars into the sunlight coininlargeresearch
institutions
inwhich
larly
cides
with
a renewedand often highlyvocal
thetwofunctions
havethreatened
tobecome
almost
fromeachother. movement to reintegrate research and
disengaged
totally
teaching, particularlyin large research institutions in which the two functions have threatened to become almost totally disengaged from each other.The reportof the BoyerCommission on Educating Undergraduatesin the Research University,one of the highest-profile
studies to engage this problem, laments:
Recruitmentmaterialsdisplayproudlythe world-famous
professors,the splendidfacilitiesandthegroundbreaking
researchthatgoesonwithinthem,butthousandsof studentsgraduatewithouteverseeingthe world-famous
professorsor
tastinggenuineresearch.(5-6)
The Boyer Commission report proposes far-reachingremedies for this problem, chief among them being the first-yearseminar used expresslyas a tool for
fostering intellectual engagement, not just bodily retention:
Thefocalpointof the firstyearshouldbe a smallseminartaughtbyexperienced
faculty.Theseminarshoulddealwith topicsthatwillstimulateandopenintellectualhorizonsandallowopportunitiesforlearningby inquiryin a collaborative environment.
Workingin smallgroupswillgivestudentsnot onlydirectintellectualcontactwith facultyandwith one anotherbut alsogivethose new to
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theirsituationsopportunitiesto findfriendsand to learnhow to be students.
Mostof all,it shouldenablea professorto imbuenewstudentswitha senseofthe
excitementof discoveryandthe opportunitiesforintellectualgrowthinherentin
the universityexperience.(20)
The Boyer report thus sets a new agenda for first-yearseminars in which engagement with the research culture is a more important goal than retention
for its own sake.

Student Researchand Student Writing
This increasing focus on engaging students with the university"researchculture"brings the first-yearseminar closer to the orbit of composition studies,
particularly Writing Across the Curriculum.Although in some ways an orphaned or at least peripheralgenre in much of the composition studies literature, the writing of "the researchpaper"has long been of interest in the field.
In 1982, RichardLarson argued persuasivelythat "the research paper"is too
broad a designation to be useful in defining a genre, and that almost any type
of paper could legitimatelybe called a "research"paper.Yet,like the proverbial
bumblebee that is supposed to have been scientificallyproven to be unable to
fly,the researchpaper continues to fly anyway.A number of earlystudies such
as those of Robert Schwegler and Linda Shamoon (1982) and Jennie Nelson
and John Hayes (1988) suggest that, pace Larson,there is indeed a particular
and special set of skills, and, more important, a special set of tacit assumptions and a special mindset requiredwhen students are asked to write from
sources.The stresses of building an essay that incorporatesthe ideas of others,
Nelson and Hayes argue, can easily drive students to an efficient but intellectually sterile "content-driven"strategy:
If yourgoal is to assembleand reproducewhatothershavewrittenon a topic,
thensearchstrategiesthatallowyouto locatesourceswitheasilyplunderedpockets of informationareespeciallyappropriate.
Incontrast,if youraimis to "argue
fora position"or"finda newapproach"
to a topic,thenyou'llneedresearchstrategiesthatallowyouto zeroin on issuesandevaluatethe relevanceandvalidityof
possible sources. (5-6)

Literatureaimed at the subset of academic librarianshipknown as "bibliographicinstruction"follows a remarkablyparallelpath, though the two bodies of literaturerarelycite each other or otherwise connect. Important studies
such as those of BarbaraFister and Gloria Leckie reveal a wide gulf between
the researchprocesses of professional scholars-which those scholars tacitly
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expect of their students-and those most students practice. Like Nelson and
Hayes, Fister and Leckie both note that many students use an efficient but
low-investment strategy of scooping up as many citations as they feel they
need to fill a certain number of blank pages, ratherthan letting an issue drive
a graduallywidening and deepening researchprocess.
If we want to encouragestudents to choose high-investment strategies of
research and writing, Nelson and Hayes argue, the structure of the course is
all-important. For good academic discourse to flourish, the classroom environment should offer immediate feedback on drafts, talks, and journals, a focus on high-level goals, and sufficient time, in staged assignments, to develop
an argument ratherthan turning to highly efficient but low-investment strategies based on retelling information.
Again, the bibliographicinstruction literaturemakes similar points. Article after article registersfrustrationwith the typical fifty-minute"libraryorientation,"in which librarystaff must try to distill what students need to know
about finding information into a decontextualized talk of which students will
remember almost nothing. Leckie argues for a more integrated strategy that
she calls "stratifiedmethodology":'
essentially a strategy of presenting an asin
from
several
phases
proposal to draft to completed assignment,
signment
with plenty of time for development and feedback at all stages. She also argues
that "usingthe library"cannot be taught as an atomistic skillbut instead should
be closely integrated with course content. Her recommendations for librarians could be lifted directlyfrom an introductoryhandbook for WACprogram
directors:
In the stratifiedmethodology,
forat leastintroductory
bibliothe responsibility
shiftedto the facultymember,
graphicinstructionin a disciplineis deliberately
whois thenableto putit intothecontextofthe coursecontent.Thelibrariancan
be supportive,by providingexamples,suggestions,outlinesof whatneedsto be
discussed,and/orcominginto classforcertainpartsof the process(e.g.,a talk
aboutReader'sGuide).In a way,academiclibrariansthenwouldbecomebibliographicinstructionmentors,assistingand encouragingfacultywith respectto
academic
integratinginformationliteracyinto theircourses.[...] Furthermore,
librarians
shouldbevisibleparticipants
in annualteachingworkshops
whichmany
universitiesofferforfaculty.(207)
Throughoutboth bodies of literatureon undergraduateresearchor "academic
literacy" (Mary Lea'sterm), the call is loud and clear: the road to academic
literacy involves pedagogies of integration, extended process, and grounding
in genuine inquiry.
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The First-YearSeminar as a Vehicle for Academic Literacy
Typicallythis search for meaningful contexts for research-basedreading and
writing has found expression in the WACmovement, most notablyin the Writing in the Disciplines variant, in which writing-intensive courses provide disciplinary context. In its most strongly arguedform, this movement represents
a sharp turn away from general-purpose first-year composition coursesdubbed generalwriting skills instruction or GWSIcourses by Joseph Petraglia
("Introduction")and others-toward courses located firmlyin establishedacademic disciplines. David Russell, for instance, argues strongly that only such
contexts can provide the activity systems that constitute specific genres of
writing ("ActivityTheory"). Outside such activity systems-for instance, in
Composition 101-writing inevitably colofwriting-intensive
courses
lapses into a set of skills so generalized as Thelocation
to be meaningless.The location of writing- within
answers
theneedto
disciplines
intensive courses within disciplines an- immerse
students
inthediscourse
ofspecific
swers the need to immerse students in the academic
rather
thaninthegray
disciplines
discourse of specific academic disciplines all-purpose
academic
discourse
thatcancome
rather than in the gray all-purpose aca- tocharacterize"the
research
astaught
paper"
demic discourse that can come to charac- in
courses.
composition
many
terize "the research paper" as taught in
many composition courses-what Russell disparaginglycalls "UniversalEducated Discourse"("ActivityTheory")and claims is a myth.
In "RethinkingGenrein School and Society,"a later and more theoretical
article, Russell extends this analysis by explicitly linking activity theory and
genre theory to create a complex model of written genres as activity systems
with intricate boundary problems, power relations, and (most important for
this discussion) profound implications for the actors who would enter such
systems via the set representedby school genres. Russelldrawsa clear distinction between the written genres of the full-fledged disciplinary activity systems that make up the professional world and the "abstracted,commodified"
genres with which students typicallywork:
Theseabstract,commodified
toolsareofferedas discretefacts,oftento be memorized-facts whoseimmediateuse maybe viewedbystudentsin termsof a grade
[...] but also,potentially,as tools forsomeunspecifiedfurtherinteractionwith
some socialpracticeoutsideschool.However,becausestudentshavenot suffithe motiveof a professionalactivitysystemcientlyspecialized-appropriated
thosepotentialuses remainvague.(540)
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Even in a disciplinary course such as introductory biology, Russell suggests,
students do not yet have a sufficiently deep history of involvement with the
discipline to make sense of the more professional forms of its genres. Somewhat depressinglyfor those of us who would like to introduce students to at
least a taste of the university's research-based activity systems in first-year
composition, or in interdisciplinaryseminars, Russell'sanalysis can be taken
to suggest that there is very little point. Only in fairly advanced disciplinary
settings, Russellseems to say,can students have enough backgroundthat such
an introduction can make a difference.
Therehas, of course, been considerablereaction to such assaults on firstyear composition. To begin with, it is important to set aside the purely political. Although WAC can, and often does, coexist in a complementary
relationshipto a first-yearcomposition program,the relationshipbetween WAC
and FYCcan be soured by arguments over whether academics in content areas, with little or no training in composition, are qualified to teach writing.
CatherinePastore Blairand Louise Z. Smith presented both sides of this argument in a classic pair of articles in CollegeEnglishin 1988,and the argument is
more recently continued in David Chapman'sarticle, "WACand the First-Year
Writing Course:Selling Ourselves Short:'At its worst, this argument can degenerate into a power strugglebetween the Englishdepartment and the rest of
the institution. When decorum is maintained, the argument proceeds along
the more substantive lines articulated by CharlesBazerman.Despite being a
pioneer in the study of discipline-situated discourse, Bazerman also argues
that there is a place for a less discipline-specific type of writing course. He
argues that undergraduateeducation should
makevisibleand realoverthe periodof a student'seducationa varietyof discourses,so thatthe studentscanreorientto andevaluatenewdiscoursesas they
becomevisibleandrelevant.A coursethatspansboundariesandsitspreciselyat
a juncturein the discursivelives of students,as the first-yearcoursedoes, is a
placethatcan effectivelymakethatpoint.(257)
The intricate struggles between FYCand WACprograms, and the concomitant blurringof programmaticgenres, make much too long a story to tell
here. Each institution will need to make its own choices in the context of its
own local politics, local histories, local funding, and local prejudices. It may
suffice simplyto point out that the choice is not necessarilyeither/or,and many
institutions with sufficient resources to do so have been able to work out a
vast range of strategies for allowing FYCand WACto coexist in amicable and
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often mutually supportive relationships.The purpose of this article is simply
to point out that the emergence of research-orientedfirst-yearseminars offers
an alternative,or additional, site for explicit or tacit teaching of academic discourse, or,as Bazermanwould prefer,a variety of academic discourses.
While not as highly situated as a writing-intensive discipline-specific
course, the first-year seminar can be far more situated than the typical firstyear composition course. Byintroducingfirst-year
notashighly
situated
asa
students to the research community in the con- While
text of an interdisciplinary theme, generally writing-intensive
discipline-specific
thefirst-year
seminar
canbe
coupled more or less tightly to the instructor'sown course,
area of research, the first-year seminar can be farmore
situated
thanthetypical
highlyeffectivein reachingan audienceof students first-year
course.
composition
who may not yet be themselves situated in a discipline, without pretending to offer an introduction to such a thing as Universal
Educated Discourse.
In many ways, the thematic first-yearseminar is better positioned to introduce students to the academic research community than are many firstyear "Introductionto X" courses that function as gateways to disciplines. In
the survey mentioned earlier,Swing compares the interdisciplinaryseminar
on a special theme with discipline-specific seminars, defined as "anintroduction to a majoror academicdepartment"(1). Discipline-specificseminarscome
in dead last on all measuresof transitionaladjustment,includingthose in which
thematic seminarsareparticularlystrong:improvingcriticalthinking and academic/cognitive skills. It should surpriseno one that discipline-specific seminars score poorly on measures that have little to do with the purpose of such
seminars:none of the measures used by the National Policy Centercomes anywhere close to measuring the degreeto which these seminars are successful in
introducing students to the basic concepts of the discipline. But this is exactly
my point: when academic discourse is introduced in the context of a discipline, attention to more general outcomes such as academic literacy is apt to
be overshadowed by a strongly felt need to "coverthe material."In the case
study that ends this article, I will show this effect in more detail.
The NationalPolicyCenter'sfindings mirrorthe experience of many WAC
programs in which writing-intensive (WI) courses slowly become more and
more oriented to transmitting the information considered crucialto the discipline and less oriented toward making explicit the processes of academic literacy.However,in a thematic ratherthan a discipline-specificfirst-yearseminar,
the active engagement of students in researchculture and academic discourse
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is foregrounded,and the course content is treated as a vehicle ratherthan the
raison d' tre of the course. Thus faculty members are liberatedfrom the "anxiety of coverage"that can sabotage many a well-intentioned WI program.
Another majoradvantageof embedding WACin a first-yearseminarprogram ratherthan a WI program is strategic. Particularlyat institutions without a strongwritingculture,fundingin manycases is easierto find forprograms
with this more respectable (Boyer-certified)agenda,as there is little incentive
to see the problem as one that "shouldhave been fixed at high school."If the
word "writing"is left out of the course title, senior faculty members (and students) from across the institution are less likely to equate these programswith
current-traditionalspellingand grammar,less likelyto protest that they haven't
the time or training to engage in them, and less likely to feel that such courses
are somehow or other "remedial:'Even if the word "writing"is left in the title
of the course, or at least of the program,the focus on researchallows considerable baggage to be left behind. Keith Hjortshojshows us this phenomenon in
his description of Cornell'sWriting in the Majorsprogram,which he directs:
Becausewritingassignmentsandotherfeaturesareincludedin coursedescriptions and syllabi,studentswho enrollin thesecoursesknowwhattheyaregettinginto,buttheyareoftenunawarethata courseis affiliatedwithWritingin the
Majors.As muchas possible,we havetriedto put workwithlanguageinto solutionwithlearning,so thatwritingbecomes,as MarthaHaynesnotedin hersyllabus forAstronomy201,"anaturalconsequenceof tryingto understandanysubject:'(45)
Furtherexamples stud the literature,although they tend to be scattered
and seldom thematized in most WACdiscussions. In "EndingComposition as
We Knew It,"Lex Runciman describes how LinfieldCollegehas replaced firstyear composition with a series of seminars "taughtby any teacher on any topic
that lends itself to inquiry,provided the course adopts certain pedagogical
practices and encourages in students a self-conscious awareness of the intellectual habits of mind associated with those practices"(44-45). The first-year
seminar,argues Runciman,is the ideal vehicle for cherished WACgoals such
as context-specific writing and broad cross-institutional responsibilityfor instruction. Gretchen Flesher Moon tells similar success stories from Gustavus
Adolphus College and Willamette University.Her stories foreground the importance of facultyworkshopson innovativepedagogyand the degreeto which
such workshops are able to shift faculty notions regardingwhat constitutes
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The first-yearseminar taught by faculty from across
"writing"and "research."
the disciplines provides a pedagogical focus that encourages discussion of issues related to pedagogy,writing, and general education. In effect, it creates
an environment in which more general educational outcomes are problematized and therefore made foci for discussion in ways that are less likely to
occur in the safe confines of faculty members'traditional disciplinaryhomes.
Runciman admits that the experience of Linfield College is highly local
and not necessarily generalizable.In a response, Beth Daniell picks up on this
issue of local context and arguesthat, while discourse-intensivefirst-yearseminars may be possible in a small teaching-intensive college, they are unlikelyto
work in largeresearchuniversitiesin which the undergraduateteaching agenda
takes a back seat to graduate teaching and research.Flesher Moon expresses
similarconcernsabout first-yearseminarsin environmentsother than the small
liberal arts college.
I think that they are selling the model short. Although the first-yearseminar doubtless works differentlyin a large researchuniversity,the Boyer Commission reportunderscoresa strong connection between the content-oriented
first-year seminar and the research agenda of such institutions. Indeed, the
model was pioneeredby largeresearch-baseduniversities in the United States.
Cornell, for instance, replaced its writing program, centered in the English
department,with a far-reachingand well-funded programof first-yearwriting
seminars-in companion with the more seniorWritingin the Majorsprogram
mentioned above-in a long process of developmentthat startedin 1966(Monroe). Princeton, working in some ways from the opposite direction, has recently replaced its program of disciplinary writing-intensive courses with
explicitly labeled writing seminars, in parallel with "freshmanseminars"but
fulfilling different requirements (Walk par. 5). In a survey that explicitly targets doctoral/research universities (extensive), the Policy Center on the First
Yearof College lists seventy universities that have some form of first-yearexperience program,of which at least eighteen feature content-based first-year
seminars similar to those I have been describing (Cutright).In the Canadian
context, the model has been emulatedby two of the biggest and most researchintensive universities in the country,the Universityof Torontoand McMaster
University.The research-basedfirst-yearseminar,then, is not only feasible in
largerinstitutions, it is arguablyan excellent vehicle for introducing students
to academic discourse in a research-intensivecontext.
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The First-YearSeminar at the University of Calgary
This brings me to my own experience of leading the development of a firstyear seminar program that incorporates the lofty ideals of the Boyer report
with the trench warfareof Writing Across the Curriculum.The Universityof
Calgary is a midsized (29,000 students) research/doctoral university with a
strong and rapidlygrowing research agenda. Its recently adopted Academic
Plan emphasizes the engagement of undergraduatestudents with "the foundation of scholarship,on which all our activities rest, [andwhich] distinguishes
us from other post-secondary institutions" (Universityof Calgary2002). It is
therefore a fertile ground for research-orientedfirst-yearseminars.
On the other hand, the Universityof Calgaryhas been an extremely difficult nut for WACto crack. There is no clearly articulated composition program beyond a writing programthat has, by close association with an entrance
test, become intractablybundled in facultymembers'minds with remediation.
The EnglishDepartmentdoes not teach comTheUniversity
ofCalgary
isanexcellentposition at all. In 1992, a high-level committhatfirst-yeartee investigating the possibility of a WI
placetotestthetheory
canaccomplish
seminars
WAC-related
goals program returnedwith the information that
it would be too costly and that faculty
eveninaWAC-resistant
environment.
wouldn't like it. A wide-ranging curriculum
reviewprocess in 1996 simply ignored WACin favorof other goals, despite the
protests of a few people associated with the writing program (including me).
In short, the Universityof Calgaryis an excellent place to test the theory that
first-year seminars can accomplish WAC-relatedgoals even in a WAC-resistant environment.
In most Canadian universities, departments are grouped into faculties
such as Humanities,Social Sciences, and Science-higher-level groupingsthat
fill the function often filled by colleges or schools in American institutions. At
the Universityof Calgary,local politics dictate that first-yearprograms operate at the faculty level. In other universities, particularlysmaller institutions,
they typicallyoperate across the entire institution. This distinction is not particularlyimportant for the purposes of this article,although anyone considering setting up such a program would be well advised to select the level
(department, faculty, or institution) at which political support and funding
are the most secure.
The first-yearseminar programat present exists as such only in one faculty, the Faculty of Communication and Culture,although other faculties are
attempting related experiments in somewhat different forms. Communica-
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tion and Cultureis a small, nondepartmentalized faculty with a specific mandate to offergeneraleducation and interdisciplinaryprograms,includingCommunications Studies,Women'sStudies, CanadianStudies, and other programs
that fall between the cracks of more conventional disciplines. It is thereforea
natural home for interdisciplinarythematic seminars designed to introduce
students, not to a discipline as such, but to the process of making knowledge
through interdisciplinary inquiry. From a pilot of two sections in 1999, the
program has grown to fourteen sections-still insufficient to accommodate
all the students in the faculty,let alone the university,but substantial enough
to introduce a significant number of students to the researchenvironment.
After the expiry of initial start-up funding, the seminars have been sustained by diverting staffing from other courses. In Communication and Culture, this is made easier by the fact that the faculty has no departments with
individual budgets. The program is not big enough to have its own dedicated
director, but the seminars are in the portfolio of the Associate Dean (Academic)-me-who has considerableresponsibilityfor the sharingof resources
across all programs. I can decide to mount, say, two fewer sections of Canadian Studies courses and three fewer sections of Women'sStudies courses, and
ask the faculty members who would otherwise have taught them to mount
first-year seminars instead. At institutions with a less centralized structure,
the same results are secured by "taxing"the departments--that is, requiring
each department to supply a certain number of first-yearseminars to the institution. Clearlythere are tradeoffs to be made in balancing the numbers of
first-yearseminars against the need to providesufficient sections of disciplinespecific courses. In the absence of special funding such as Cornell'senviable
Knight Institute for Writing in the Disciplines (see Monroe), keeping a firstyear seminar program alive and healthy requires considerable institutional
commitment and political leadershipwilling to make these tradeoffs and convince both upper administrationand individualfacultymembersof their value.
I credit the success of my own nascent program to a great deal of direct support both from my own dean and, more abstractly,from the senior administration, which has made various forms of inquiry-based learning an
institutional priority.
Sections are limited to twenty-five students-more than the sixteen to
eighteen typical of first-year seminars elsewhere, but a huge stride from the
typical introductorycourse that is limited in size only by the fire marshal.Fulltime faculty members are recruited to teach sections, tempted by the relatively small class size and the opportunityto design a course aroundtheir own
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research interests. Pedagogyvaries from one section to another,but by a combination of teaching workshops (fundedby the faculty)and moral suasion (administered chiefly by the Associate Dean [Academic]),a number of important
features have become standard.Each section takes students through a cumulative process of small assignments leading by degrees to a major research
project. Facultymembers mentor students through multiple drafts of assignments, and schedule at least one (usually more) individual conference with
each student as the drafts develop. Librarystaff are deeply embedded in the
process, mentoring students through stages of an ongoing research assignment rather than being limited to hit-and-run workshops. Finally,although
the seminars are not labeled "writing"seminars,students find themselves doing writing, writing, and more writing.

The Experienceof Research in a First-YearSeminar
We have a variety of survey results that suggest the seminars are "working,"
according to various definitions of "working."Students generally report that
they like the seminars,pointing in particular to small class sizes and interStudents
that
like
the
report they
generally
action
with faculty members. They
inparticular
tosmallclasssizes
seminars,
pointing
andinteraction
withfaculty
Other report that the seminars are most efmembers....
tomeasure
inattitude fective in helping them find material,
surveys,
designed
changes
thansimply
satisfaction
rather
that followed by developing their writing
levels,
suggest
and reading skills. Other surveys, destudents
whohavetaken
theseminars
aremore
to measurechanges in attitude
aboutapproaching
members
for signed
positive
faculty
ratherthan simply satisfaction levels,
andgenerating
assistance,
usingthelibrary,
suggest that students who have taken
withotherstudents. the seminars are more positive about
knowledge
collaboratively
approaching faculty members for assistance, using the library,and generatingknowledgecollaborativelywith other
students. These surveysalso suggest that the seminars increase students' confidence in their ability to function effectively at the university.
To give more depth to this quantitative data, I interviewed four of the six
faculty members who taught the course in fall 2003, and nineteen of the approximatelyone hundred students taking the course from those faculty members. I was especially interested in how the faculty members saw their role as
teachers of the course, and how their students experienced their first exposure to universityresearchboth in the first-yearseminar and in other courses
they were taking simultaneously.
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The FacultyMembers
The four faculty members interviewed are all tenured or tenure-trackprofessors. Only one is a rhetoric specialist, specializing in historical rhetoric rather
than composition studies. Another teaches Canadian studies from the perspective of a historian;the other two teach museum and heritage studies.
The impression that leaps out of the interviews with faculty members is
one of passionate intensity. All four declare an interest in helping students
learn the nuts and bolts of universitywork-using the library,writing research
papers, making sense of complex and sometimes difficult material-but in all
cases this toolbox approach is subordinate to a largermission of helping students share at least a small part of the faculty member'slove of research:
Andthe thingaboutresearchis, it'sa passion.Youwon'tsucceedin writinggreat
papersordoinggreatresearchunlessit reallyconsumesyou.I meanyoucanwrite
competentpapersbut the stuffthatreallygoes,youhaveto reallycareaboutit
[.. .]. Andthe thingis thatif you do get the bugit'sfun,it'senjoyable,andI was
hopingthatat leastsomeof the studentswouldlearnto enjoyresearchas much
as I do.
This passion for the craft typically translates into a pedagogy that foregroundspersonal mentoring.The faculty members I spoke to arevery positive
about the practiceof schedulingone-on-one appointmentsto discuss students'
drafts--something they tend not to do in other courses, even when enrollment is low enough to make it feasible. In addition, this focus on mentoring
translates into classroom practice that I can only describe as "intimate":
I move aroundthem a lot and I sit with them, I bring them out. Like I want you to
talk about the Plus 15 in Calgary[a system of overheadwalkways],bad or good.
How people are going to hate it or love it. Discuss it. Giveyou ten minutes. In the
meantime,Jocelyn,come sit beside me, tell me where you'reat, give me your term
paper,what's happening in your young life.

Wheneightor ten aredone,then I juststop it andwe discussthe Plus15.A

lot of interaction, back and forth, back and forth. And all the time paternal yet
nonthreatening, enthusiastic, yet demanding. That'sthe crucial balance I've got

hereof paternalyet welcomingandfriendly.

Three of the four faculty members explicitly use the image of a paternal
or maternal relationship with their students as they guide them through the
wilderness of universitypractices. It seems as though, by offeringfacultymembers the opportunity not just to talk about their favoritetopics, but to mentor
students in their favoriteactivity(researching),the seminars bring out a peda-
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gogical style that emphasizes building relationships with students above transmitting information to them.
The faculty members also note freedom from the "anxiety of coverage" as
a key to their pedagogical style. When I asked them whether they would teach
other courses in the same way, especially if they could be guaranteed a similar
class size, most at first declared that they would. But when I probed a bit more
for exactly how they would teach a disciplinary course in their content area,
they began to talk of subtle but important differences:
I don't see it as my job to teach students how to write papers in Museum and
HeritageStudies201.It maybe incidentalin that I mightput comments on people's
papers like "You'rerepeating yourself" or maybe "Youshould start out with an
outline."But I'm not there to teach them how to use the libraryor those things. I
am there to give them an overview of the field of Museum and Heritage Studies
and that'swhat I do. I take the HandbookofMuseum Management and I identify
the topics that are important and I make up my course outline because I know
that if I can cover the main points of the HandbookofMuseum Managementyou
can't go wrong because it covers everything that is important and that's what I
do. But in this course I'mteaching them about researchultimatelyand what makes
university different.
By releasing faculty members from the felt need to keep plowing through topic
after topic to make sure that they haven't missed anything the students really
need to know, the seminar gives them license to concentrate on process in
ways that only composition teachers (and sometimes not even they) are typically licensed to do.
I do not want to suggest that this is magic. Developing this interest in
process pedagogy requires ongoing conversations on the purpose of the seminars and recipe-swapping sessions among the faculty members who teach
them. It also requires constant vigilance over course outlines to make sure
that they don't creep into being introductory surveys rather than interdisciplinary explorations of a topic in some depth. But I can't emphasize enough the
importance of creating a space free of "coverage,"a space in which process
pedagogy has room to happen.

The Students
When I spoke to students, I did not, of course, find that all share their professors' passion for research. More often than not, they had taken the course because the handbook recommended it, with little advance appreciation of what
the seminar would do for them. Most chose sections that fit their timetables
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with little reference to the specific topics. But the students' descriptions of
what happened in the seminars, compared to what happened in other courses
that they identified as having a "research paper" component, is highly instructive.
When asked to describe research experiences outside the first-year semimost
nar,
report experiences that I can only describe as "meager."For instance,
this student describes doing a "research paper" on Oedipus Rex in a Greek and
Roman Studies class:
We just took the textbook and had to go to the libraryand find other texts so it
was like a literaryresearch.Um, and just found points and other informationthat
supported my thesis.
When I pressed her on this a bit, she elaborated on how she had developed her
thesis that Oedipus had caused his own downfall:
I had come to that conclusion beforeI found my sources.Thenwhen I went through
the sources I found points that supported what I had alreadythought was true.
This student is reporting what Nelson and Hayes describe as a "low-investment" strategy, marked by the assumption (perfectly reasonable, but not the
one we would wish students to adopt) that the purpose of research is to find
support for a more or less preconceived point of view.
Aspects of this attitude also appear when students describe their research
experiences in the first-year seminar. In particular, they report using the question, "Does this source support my point of view?" as a major device for sorting through the deluge of material available. But they also frequently report a
much difference pace that allows them to become personally engaged with
the topic at a much deeper level:
I went into the librarylike five weeks basicallybefore it was due and reallywanted
to get into it. I found straight off so much you know? I had aboriginalnarrators
that I wanted to do and Hollywood narratorsto find out what is differentin film
stories comparedto novels.Ijust bounced aroundquite a bit until I came to something that we actually read in the textbook. There was one little line in our textbook that said that gossip was the foundation of narrative.So I went into it and
started reading it a little more. I took out probablysix or seven books out of the
libraryand just sat there and went through them and underlined things and just
wrote it all out and it was verybroad.Then I handed in an outline to my professor
and she handed it back and said that it wasn't very good. So I basically rewrote it
in about a week period.
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I know from speaking to the professor that there was a lot more to this
conversation than simply saying "it wasn't very good.' But what I most want to
note is the fact that the student reports digging into material in pursuit of
questions rather than simply looking for support for a preconceived answer.
She also plays with her topic until, based on a small reference in the course
material, she finds a line of inquiry that she wants to follow. This is much more
like the "high-investment" research process that Nelson and Hayes describe.
Some students found themselves far more personally engaged than they
expected or even wanted to be. One student whose grandparents survived the
Ukrainian famine in the thirties researched it exhaustively, interviewing family members and trying (unsuccessfully) to access the archive of the Institute
of Ukrainian Studies in Toronto.
I had a lot of personal emotion issues though because what I was dealing with
was reallyhorrendous.I reallydon't deal well with atrocities. But when I got my
grandmother'saccounts there were so many things I didn't know, and when it
happened to someone you know I had a lot of personal issues. I'dstart working at
it, and I couldn'twork on it because I was just too angry.I did not expect that at
all. In the end while I had learned a lot and for me as a person it was important, I
don't think I would do this topic again. Youknow, it's just university.I mean you
read something and you can't sleep for two nights, I don't have that much invested in research.
Although this extreme level of engagement is rare in the interviews, a repeated
theme is the way the pace of the course and its emphasis on spiraling deeper
and deeper into a topic of interest sparks a level of engagement rarely seen
when students describe their experience of research in other courses.
I also heard a number of students showing some understanding of how
knowledge is built as a shared social act. The following is a response to a question about what helped the student feel comfortable seeking answers to complex questions:
Not just the professorbut the other people in my class as well because we kind of
all worked together.So if one person couldn't find the book or didn'tknow where
to look they would you know, we would ask and we would all go in a big group
together to the libraryand all kind of help each other find stuff. And so it was a
very good class that way,the professor helped you a lot and told you which floor
to go to and stuff but if you couldn't figure it out you all helped each other.
In fact, this instructor divided the students into two groups and told one
group to come only on Tuesdays and the other to come only on Thursdays.
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This gave the students an unparalleledopportunityto work together in a commonly assigned time that had alreadybeen blocked off in their timetables:
Wehadallassumedat the beginningthatwe weregoingto haveallthattimefor
class, right?So all of a suddenwe all had this chunkof freetime.You'dget an
assignmenton Tuesday,
you'dgo the libraryon Thursday,
get mostof it doneand
then youwouldhavethe nextTuesdayandThursdayto polishit. Sowe allwent
togetheron Thursdays.
The collaborativeaspect of the course also works itself out in the form of
oral work-in-progressreports. Oral presentations of results are common in
many seminarcourses.However,they typicallytend to be presentationsof completed or almost completed work.In the first-yearseminar,however,the focus
on research as an unfolding process leads most faculty members to schedule
oral presentations relativelyearly in the process and to use them as an additional mechanism for students to develop their research collaborativelyfrom
the get-go:
Wealso eachof us stood in frontof the class andtalkedaboutwhatourinitial
findingswereor whatdirectionwe wouldlike to go in. Andthen we endedup
actuallyhavinga classdiscussion.AndI was ableto gainmorethatwaytoo,becausesomepeoplehadsuggestedstuffthatI hadn'tconsidered,orthe waythey
hadwordedit, andI kindof put mythoughtsto words.Sothatwashelpful.
I don't want to paint too rosy a picture of how well students in their first
year picked up on the finer points of being part of a research community. Although all students I spoke to had been shown
wanttopainttoorosyapicture
how to use journals,and most had used them to Idon't
intheirfirst-year
at least a certain extent, not a single one was able ofhowwellstudents
to tell me clearlyhow the material got into the picked
on
the
finer
ofbeing
points
up
or
for
This
effect
what purpose.
was part
ofaresearch
journals
community.
magnified when we discussed articles in online
journals,which provide even fewer referencepoints for context. But even students who had put their hands on bound print journals had little conception
of the conversations that occur in them.
Moreover,of the nineteen students I spoke to, only one reported following up a reference in another piece of reading. More typically,they do their
researchby combing the plethora of bibliographictools they have been given,
turning up sources individuallyand treating each as if it were unique, picked
out of space, ratherthan as a part of a vast web of discourse.
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In turn, this lack of a sense of a web of discourse is related to a highly
instrumental sense of citation. The students were all highly aware of the use of
citation as a means of avoiding accusations of plagiarism. It seems that we
have taught this lesson very well. However, none of the students demonstrated
a sense that they were leaving tracks for a reader who could conceivably be
interested in where their ideas came from or want to track them down:
Interviewer:Do you feel that the main purpose of those footnotes was just to
protect yourself against plagiarism or ... ?
Respondent:Very much so. When I write it's a stream of consciousness, I never
even think about anything else. There'sno other reason for it.
Interviewer:So, if you were writing now purelyfor your own benefit?
Respondent:Therewould definitelybe no footnotes, no. They have no purpose for
me. I'm sure everything I've ever written someone else has at some point before
me written, so, no, the whole idea of original thought-because you can never
keep track of who did what first.
This is gratifyingly postmodern thinking on the one hand, but on the other
hand it shows no awareness of the ways researchers depend on references to
lead them back through the ongoing conversation about their subject. As Russ
Hunt puts it:
Scholars--writers generally-use citations for many things: they establish their
own bonafides and currency,they advertise their alliances, they bring work to
the attention of their reader,they assert ties of collegiality,they exemplify contending positions or define nuances of difference among competing theories or
ideas. They do not use them to defend themselves against potential allegations of
plagiarism.(Par.6)
This mirrors the research of academic librarians such as Leckie, who reports
gloomily:
It is safe to say that undergraduatesdo not possess a vision of a scholarly network, and they do not have a sense of a significant mass of research findings appearing in certain journals over time, nor how to tap into that research.(204)
This finding is disappointing, since developing this awareness of academic
culture is one of the express goals of the course. But a first-year seminar can't
do everything all at once. In particular it can't undo at once the effects of long
exposure to school-based "research" written from readily available sources in
a school library and addressed only to the teacher, who presumably knows it
all already and has no interest in the students' references beyond checking to
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make sure they have not plagiarized. Moreover,it is arguable (and has been
argued, by Leckie, among others) that only long-term immersion in the discourse of a discipline can provide a strong "felt sense" of how that discourse
hangs together as a conversation. Expecting a first-yearseminar,particularly
an interdisciplinaryseminar,to providestudents with a deep awarenessof how
an academic community operates would certainly be immensely overambitious. But perhaps it's not too much to ask that such a seminar at least introduce students to the fact that they can use referencesas a trail of breadcrumbs
leading back to other material that may be useful to them. In future iterations
of the course I hope to design activities that will encourage students to do
exactly that. By doing so I hope to at least crackthe door a little on the world of
interconnected texts and thereby help students start the long journey toward
understanding how academic knowledge actually works.

Conclusions and Implications
My conversations with students in this one course are clearlynot sufficient to
allow much generalization. But the course can stand as an illuminating case
study of a marriage between the goals and ideals of WACand those of the
academic first-yearseminar.In particular,
isapowerful
seminar
it illustrates a case of WACgoals being re- The
first-year
teaching
oftenmorereadily
alized in an institution that has not made genre,
accepted
byboth
a substantive institutional commitment to
members
andadministrations
than
faculty
WAC.The first-yearseminar is a powerful WAC"in
theraw,"
andmuch
lesslikely
tobe
as"remedial."
teachinggenre,often more readilyaccepted stigmatized
by both faculty members and administrations than WAC"inthe raw,"and much less likely to be stigmatized as "remedial"If it can achieve the results I have observed at an institution with a record
of low-grade hostility to WAC,think what it can accomplish at institutions
where WACis alreadyrespected and positioned to make a strategic alliance
with first-yearseminars across the disciplines.
However,I want to use this case to illustrate more than a way to sneak
WACin the back door. It also illustrates the degree to which the shape of the
container can liberatepedagogy.The faculty members teaching the University
of Calgary'sfirst-year seminar understood their mission to be "teaching research"as a complex process. It did not take them long to discover that in
orderto do so effectively,they needed to allow time for students to explore the
unfamiliaralleys and back roads of the process, to mentor students individually,to send workbackwith revision-promotingratherthan editorialcomments,
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and above all to empower students to make mistakes. When we remove the
anxiety of coverage and give faculty members the opportunity to work with
students on subjects that they really care about-and most important, foreground the activity of research rather than just the transmission of resultswe create an environment conducive to process pedagogy.
It is not yet clearwhether the convergenceof WACand the first-yearseminar is a major movement or just a few straws in the wind. Certainlywe must
never forget the advice of WACliteraturethat initiatives such as WACare profoundly local in their structure,history,and administrativeshape. I do not expect first-yearseminars to swallow up either first-yearcomposition or Writing
Across the Curriculumat more than a few institutions, such as the ones described by FlesherMoon and Runciman.But what is clear is that the first-year
seminar movement represents an excellent opportunity for strategic alliances
with writing programs.Translatingthe parallel goals of the first-yearseminar
and WACinto shared strengths can only be to the advantage of students.
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